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Indonesian criminal justice system recognized the existence of the principal criminal sanctions and additional criminal sanctions. Sanction in the criminal system known as double track system. Sanctions criminalization double track system has emerged as a result of the development of the science of criminal law, especially in the policy of penal national which no longer orientate criminal penalties on corporal punishment alone or penalties which are on the plight of the perpetrators of criminal acts, but also impose additional penalties that help the perpetrator to change and return to their social interaction as an initial condition just like before they commit a crime. However, in practice the imposition of criminal penalties principal remains the belle of the law enforcement community although the Indonesian legal system in terms of criminalization has adopted a double track system.
Forest fires and land is an event which can cause loss of material and immaterial massively. It is not enough if the arsonists forest and land are charged with principal criminal sanctions principal but also to be charged with additional penalty to restore the environmental condition of burning optimally and restore the conditions of the affected communities who losses from the fires or the land.